AN APPLICATION FOR LAZY-MERGE NON-STANDARD MERGING FORMAT
In this section, we discuss why Lazy-Merge, a nonstandard merging format, is advantageous, in terms of a better run-time, over the standard format. We support this advantage using experimental results obtained from applying our standard to a real-time application, and later, we present its applicability to a general case.
We considered merging e-mail lists to show that LazyMerge has an advantage over the standard merging format. In the merging of e-mail lists, there is a set of e-mail lists, and we assume that each e-mail appears in only one e-mail list. Each e-mail list contains a set of fields for each record, i.e., first name, last name, and e-mail address. Merging e-mail lists is a common task in which copies of e-mail lists are merged into a single list with respect to a certain field; we assumed the e-mail address field is the one to consider for the merging process. The original e-mail lists are kept untouched for further use, whereas copies of the lists are involved in the merging task. Thus, the final merged list is ordered by e-mail address. k e-mail lists merging can be realized as k-way merging, where each e-mail list is a segment. In some cases, there is a need to analyze the merged list contents to know the share of each list in a certain portion of the list. For example, if sending a letter succeeded only for the first 10% of the final merged e-mail list, then the user might need to know how many e-mail addresses from each e-mail list received this letter. This can be viewed as the share of each segment for a certain portion of the final merged list.
• Ahmad Salah, Kenli Li, and Keqin Li are with College of Information Science and Engineering, Hunan University, Changsha, Hunan, China, and the National Supercomputing Center in Changsha, Hunan, China. Lazy-Merge, a non-standard format, stores an extra piece of information compared with the standard format; Lazy-Merge stores the share of each segment to its partition. For example, if the first partition represents the first 10% of the total merged list, then each segment share of the first 10% from the final merged list is known in constant time. Using the standard merging format to calculate the segment shares, we need to search the original e-mail lists for each element in the first 10% elements of the final merged list. For Lazy-Merge, if the portion to be considered is the first 12% of the merged list and the partition size is 10%, then only 2% should be searched for their segment shares. These shares will be added to the first partition segment shares. For the standard merging format, the same situation results in searching for each element of the first 12% elements in the merged list.
Generally, Lazy-Merge has a better execution time when a copy of a set of segments are merged, and the share of each segment is queried for a certain portion of this merged list. Thus, for the standard merging format, determining the segment shares of certain successive m elements out of n merged elements requires a time complexity of O ((log n) m) because each of the m elements should be binary searched over the entire segment, where the total size of the entire segment is n. For the same task using Lazy-Merge, the time complexity is O ((log n) (m − r)), where r ≤ m ≤ n, and r = p · s, where p is the number of partitions in m, and s is the partition size.
A motivational example is presented in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , Lazy-Merge's format contains two partitions; each partition has a different color and has four elements. To answer the question of how many e-mail addresses from each list are in the first 4 th e-mail addresses of the final merged list in Figure 1 , using the standard format, we need to perform four searching operations on the three lists. However, using Lazy-Merge's format, the answer is of a constant time because the first 4 th e-mail addresses are included in the first partition. In the first partition, each sub-segment presents its corresponding segment's/list's share. If we want to know the list shares for the first 6 th e-mail addresses of the merged list, using Lazy-Merge's format, we need to perform only two binary search operations for the 5 th and 6 th e-mail addresses. However, using the standard format, we need to perform six binary search operations.
Expiremental Results
In these experiments, we evaluated the running time for counting each e-mail list share for a certain portion of the final merged list. We fixed the total length of the merged lists to have 2 17 e-mail addresses and the number of lists segments to be 128. We retrieved the successive elements in the second and third quarters; this equals half of the elements of all the merged e-mail addresses. The standard merging format has a single retrieval time for the aforementioned portion. In this experiment, the average retrieval time for the standard merging format is 3.34 seconds.
Lazy-Merge uses partitions to merge e-mail lists segments. The number of partitions affects the retrieval time. Thus, we varied the number of partitions from 2 to 128 as shown in Table 1 . As observed in Table 1 for two partitions, Lazy-Merge takes 3.37 seconds to retrieve the In Table 1 , the retrieved elements are in the range 25% to 75% of the final merged list. Thus, starting from 4 partitions, this range includes only complete partitions, and no partial partition is included, as discussed above. In the second experiment, we retrieved the elements in the range 21% to 71% of the final merged list. The standard format retrieval time in this experiment is 3.34 seconds, which is the same as the previous experiment because in both experiments, we retrieved 50% of the final merged list. Intuitively, for the standard merging format, the range of starting and ending indexes has no effect on the retrieval time. Table 2 shows a faster retrieval time using the Lazy-Merge format compared with the standard merging format. We selected the range 21% to 71% of the final merged list to guarantee that this retrieved range include some complete and some partial partitions as we vary the number of partitions. For those partially-included partitions, their elements should be searched one at a time. In Table 2 , the retrieval time decreases as the number of partitions increases. This behavior is linked to the increasing partition number and decreasing partition size. As a result, the number of partitions completely included in the query range increases. Thus, the retrieval time decreases in the LazyMerge format. These results outline the superiority of the Lazy-Merge format compared with the standard format for this kind of application. 
COMPARISON OF SEQUENTIAL IN-PLACE MERGING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we perform a comparison between SplitMerge and ShuffleMerge algorithms. This comparison shows the behavior of the two algorithms under different list sizes and contents. For smaller list sizes, the test includes three different contents. The first case has segments of random elements, the second has segments of fully interlaced elements, and the last one has partially interlaced elements. Two segments are interlaced if the final merged list contains a range in which an element from one list is followed by an element from the other list repeatedly. For example, segments t = [1, 3, 5] and q = [2, 4, 6] are considered fully interlaced segments, t = [1, 3, 5, 7] and q = [4, 6, 8, 10 ] are partially interlaced segments by 50% of the elements, and t = [1, 2, 3, 5] and q = [11, 13, 14, 12, 15] are non-interlaced segments. The input lists include only 2 segments.
The following tests consist of randomly generated 2-way merging problems of different sizes. The first list size is 1 × 10 7 , and each subsequent list increases by 1 × 10 7 . This test includes three varied sized input lists. Each of these lists includes two equal-sized and ordered segments, which are the input to the 2-way in-place merging algorithm.
There are three different tests: 1) Random test: Each segment contains randomly generated ordered elements. 2) Fully interlaced test: The first segment contains the even numbers from 0 to size − 2, and the second segment contains the odd numbers from 1 to size− 1, where size is the list size. 3) Partially interlaced test: For each list, we considered five cases: the second segment interlaced with the first segment by 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of the elements. Thus, we have 5 different problems for each list. Table 3 shows the execution times in seconds for the three tests. The first row presents the input list size. In general, SplitMerge outperforms the ShuffleMerge algorithm. Each reported execution time is the average of executing the algorithms three times.
The ShuffleMerge can not merge the partially interlaced lists due to the Stack Overflow error, we denoted this error by SO in Table 3 . The reason for the Stack Overflow error is massive recursive calls. ShuffleMerge uses recursive calls to merge the elements of any disordered sub-segment; discorded sub-segment is defined as a set of contiguous elements where the leftmost element is larger than the rightmost element.
For fully interlaced elements, the i th elements of the two input segments are less than (i + 1) th elements of the same segment. Thus, the fully interlaced lists have no recursive calls, because each two i th elements of the two segments are merged, and they are locaated pervious to the merged (i + 1) th elements. In contrast, merging the partially interlaced lists result in many disordered sub-segment which is handled by recursive calls. For SplitMerge, the contents of the lists does not affect the depth of the recursive stack. For example, the deepest recursive function stack for a list with size 1 × 10 7 and 10% interlaced elements is 50,008 for ShuffleMerge, and 21 for SplitMerge.
To test the two algorithms under larger list sizes, we utilized a test includes 10 lists. The smallest list size is 1 × 10 7 , and the largest list size is 1 × 10 8 ; the increasing step is 1 × 10 7 . We utilized two kinds of tests, random and fully interlaced tests. Table 4 shows that ShuffleMerge outperforms SplitMerge in the fully interlaced test. For the random test, SplitMerge starts to slightly outperforms ShuffleMerge for the last three lists. This behavior indicates that the SplitMerge's running time increases in smaller rates than ShuffleMerge as the lists size increases. We did not include the partially interlaced test because ShuffleMerge has the Stack Overflow problem, which is indicated in the previous test.
THE THOROUGH COMPARISON OF LAZY-MERGE AND GL-MERGE
The basic idea of the Lazy-Merge and the GL-Merge is to divide the two input segments into independent smaller sub-segments merging tasks. The GL-Merge performs a series of steps to make the correct sub-segments contiguous, which is called sub-segments re-arrangement, and then starts the independent local merging tasks in parallel. But these re-arrangement steps have their own costs in terms of increasing the number of moves, and consequentially the execution times, as illustrated in Tables 5 and 6 . In Table 5 , we can notice that when the number of threads is one, the number of moves of GL-Merge's re-arrangement steps is almost the half of the number of moves required to merge the independent rearranged sub-segments. The number of moves of GLMerge's re-arrangement steps increases as the number of threads increase; this is linked to the overhead of re-arranging extra sub-segments, as the number of subsegments increases as the number of threads increases. For example, if we use 2 threads, then we have to rearrange the sub-segments to have two independent merging tasks, meanwhile if we use 128 threads, then we have to have 128 independent merging tasks. The numbers of moves of GL-Merge's re-arrangement steps and merging are almost equalized at certain number of cores, depending on the list size. Afterward, the GLMerge's re-arrangement steps number of moves becomes more than the merging number of moves. Table 6 lists the corresponding execution times of the number of moves listed in Table 5 . We should notice that the GL-Merge's re-arrangement steps utilize a massive number of synchronization, O (n/p), as mentioned in the paper. On the other hand, the independent merging tasks have no synchronization at all. That justifies the small execution times of the merging step in comparison to the GL-Merge's re-arrangement steps. The sequential GL-Merge, which uses 1 thread, includes re-arrangement steps and merging steps to have two independent merging tasks, but the entire steps are executed sequentially.
In contrast, the Lazy-Merge algorithm divides the input segments into sub-segments through partitioning and then starts merging without sub-segments re-arrangement. This replaces the overhead of subsegments re-arrangement with the partitioning time. The partitioning step only finds the elements of each parti- tion in each input segment; these elements are expressed as a sub-segments. Thus, the partitioning steps deliver each partition a set of sub-segment's boundaries. As explained, the partitioning step includes no extra moves. Thus, herein, we include only the execution times of the partitioning step and the parallel and independent merging step in Table 7 . Apparently, when the number of the threads is one, no partitioning is required, because the entire segments are merged instead of the subsegments. Thus, the partitioning times in Table 7 are denoted as Not Applicable, N/A, when the number of threads/partitions is one. For Lazy-Merge, using 1 thread means performing a sequential binary merging tree, and partitioning is not included.
THE NUMBER OF MOVES FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SEGMENTS AND THREADS
To practically validate the fact increasing the number of segments increases the total number of moves, we run the three algorithms using 1 thread for a list of size 256. Figure 2 shows the total numbers of moves to merge this list with the fixed size, and with different number of segments. In Figure 2 , The last set of columns presents the extreme case; when each segment has only one element, 256 segments. Because the segment number does not represent the order of the elements; then, we still need to order the segments, the elements, by merging. Similarly, we used a list of 256 elements divided into two segments with varied number of threads/partitions to track the change in the total number of moves as the number of threads/partitions varies. We excluded the bitonic merge from this experiment, because we showed that increasing the number of threads has no effect on the number of moves for the bitonic merge. For LazyMerge, the number of threads equals the number of partitions. We varied the number of threads from 2 to 256 threads, in a step of multiplying by two. Figure 3 shows a decreasing number of moves as the number of threads/partitions increases. Lazy-Merge's number of moves equals zero when the number of the partitions equals 256, because we have 256 partitions. Each partition has one element; thus, no data movement is required since the partitions array maintains the order. In other words, to access element i, one can access partition i directly.
EXECUTION TIMES OF PARALLEL IN-PLACE MERGING ALGORITHMS
To fully understand the behavior of the Lazy-Merge, Bitonic merge, and GL-Merge, we listed here in Tables 8  to 12 the execution times for the entire lists of dataset-1 and dataset-2. 
